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YOU'RE
INVITED TO
L.E.A.D.

We are kicking off 2021 with
powerful intentions in our Live
interactive L.E.A.D. Event... and
you're invited!

DECEMBER
INTUITIVE
NEWS

Find out what to expect,
according to my guides, for the
end of this extraordinary year! 

BALANCE
WITH
ALCHEMY

Feeling a little out of balance or
wobbly? Get an alchemy profile
reading to find out what herbs
and oils would support you in
feeling balanced and empowered.

DID YOU KNOW?
A sign of holding a fearful or anxious vibration may
manifest through unintentionally holding your bladder?
This may be an indication that your root chakra is
imbalanced and the sympathetic nervous system is
activated with the fight or flight responses. This flooding of
energy through your body causes the bladder to increase its
capacity without increasing detrusor resting pressure
(accommodation) and stimulates the internal urinary
sphincter to remain tightly closed. So... be in the present
moment... release fear and go pee! 
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https://www.angieprince.com/product-page/custom-herb-and-oil-formula


L.E.A.D. is an interactive event designed to shift your vibration on-the-spot and redirect
momentum in the direction of your desires. Participate in activities with like-minded souls, and
receive a personal reading & guidance that will help kick 2020 in the ass on its way out the door and
kickstart 2021 with powerful intentions!

What can you expect from this event?
· An interactive event designed to shift your vibration on-the-spot and redirect momentum in the
direction of your desires.
· Hear my story of shifting from dropout and homeless to manifesting my dreams and know that if I
can do it You Definitely Can! (no seriously)
· Connect and participate in vibration-shifting activities with like-minded Souls.
· Receive a personal energy reading and intuitive guidance if you choose. 
Read More and Register Here 
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YOU 'RE  INVITED  TO

JOIN  US  FOR

L .E .A.D .  AN

ELEVATED  LIFE

EVENT!
When: January 9, 2021
Where: Online Zoom Event
Price: $15 to participate 

Feeling a little imbalanced
with the planetary shifts
happening right now? Check
out our alchemy formulas
profiles (on sale until
December 31st) to find out
what unique-to-you herbs and
oils to try for balance and
wellbeing 
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INTUITIVE NEWS
December  21 ,  2020

INTUITIVE  NEWS

WITH  ANGIE  
Here we are Ladies; December 21,
2020! The Great Conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter. The Great
Awakening... The Age of Aquarius.
A time to usher in light codes to
activate the heart space or Christ
body of the collective. 
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If you missed last month's intuitive news, the reading centered around honoring the Cupio Dissolvi
(I want to be dissolved) to let go and trust that things are working out in their own way. Events
were unfolding according to a higher plan and they still are! We were encouraged to focus on the
Mandala of the Heart, as people and circumstances may wall away this month; inevitably to make
room for the light codes that will be shared across our planet. We were asked to trust in the
goodness; the inevitable blessing of our destiny falling into place. As Ishtar's Lion Gate 888 showed
in the reading, our hearts have a heightened connection if we allow it. To move forward with more
ease in this time space reality, it is not only advised, but it is also now mandatory. Situations that
may seem negative are going to transform into something beautiful and extraordinary. Doors are
opening now; abundance, prosperity are headed into our lives, so you are encouraged to shine your
light without fear. The Soul Truth reminder was to ask "What if it were Easy?" It doesn't have to be
hard to surrender and have faith. I think you know all of this, but what does this time mean for
others in our lives? Those who may not speak the same language?

I received the message that the coming months will seem odd to everyone. Structures and 'plans'
will continue to fall away of course, but those who have not always been kind or compassionate may
show up more in this way, or appear more emotional to you. We are asked to be patient. To extend
a great deal more compassion than we ordinarily would, and to push against nothing! Resist
nothing. Lean into the discomfort of what may seem the season's finale of an entire season of the
Twilight Zone. This may feel like a rocky ride. You may have noticed it has already started. Take a
moment to be the observer. Do you remember your first few weeks or months of awareness
(awakening)? It felt as you may crawl right out of your skin. Extend your heart, for your role in all of
this is to be vulnerable in a way that you have never been. You can show up compassionately and
honestly during these times. Set boundaries, of course, but understand that YOUR
UNDERSTANDING will seem as if it were salvation itself. Shine your beautiful and brilliant light,
darling. As bright as the Christmas Star. You are needed, now more than ever. 

All My Love to You, 
Angie 


